
04078: "a month feeling frustrated of my split situation having to travel to 

sweden and there feeling quite fed up about brett but then happy with little 

august and then also happy to see the improvements with the barn in italy feeling 

much better to work alone without the carpenters but working too hard with some 

issues with myrthe getting overworked and liselott breaking up with her rich 

boyfriend then feeling better with the company of davide despite a fight with my 

old alcoholic neighbour forcing me to buy alcohol for her"

01148: "a month with much renovation work in the barn filling my days and almost 

neglecting all my other projects as well as other people despite a whole week 

spent in sweden teaching and staying with august after an appendix operation and 

working with two local carpenters back in italy but at last running out of money 

and working alone plastering walls but also improving the garden outside cutting 

small trees to use to build a path"

15079: "a month started in sweden inhaling a lot of pollution walking from august 

place to the train station and then spending all my time renovating and inhaling 

the fresh cement of the new floors in the barn as well as mixing a lot of lime 

mortar and smelling some as well as using my chainsaw to free the garden of the 

rotten wood from the previous floors and exposing myself to the traffic whenever 

driving down for some shopping or driving to my parents in the polluted city of 

vicenza"

12110: "news looked up very seldom being mostly in the mountains renovating my 

barn and checking italian news only focusing on local things however managing to 

check  the  internet  off  and  on  and  reading  there  of  mostly  deadly  natural 

calamities like many landslides and earthquakes"

16092: "a month with predominantly bad weather in the mountains with several 

showers coming in but also a few days of hot sun turned at times into stormy and 

windy weather but nonetheless not bothering about it being mostly in the barn 

renovating"

18088: "a month spent in the mountains renovating with not so much wind to begin 

with bringing a cold air but then experiencing increasingly more with one day in 

particular with a very strong wind ripping off the nylon cover closing the window 

of the barn and then progressively stopping"

02140: "a long period spent in the mountains renovating and being very influenced 

in my dream about all the plastering and stone setting but also feeling a bit 

nightmarish about a viper i killed and interrupted with my late morning dreams by 

the rooster every day despite watching no television and spending the last part of 

my time with my old friend davide now confusing him in my dreams with my polish 

friend jacek and my cousin"

05091: "a month with very little walking with the spring weather being quite bad



spending my time entirely in the mountains renovating the barn and only going out 

for a one big walk around novegno with myrthe and davide and minor walks with 

daniela and elena showing davide the enna fort and a rock climbing cliff near the 

contrada beside that only taking davide with myrthe across vicenza to the train 

station"

10076: "people met to begin with during an artistic research conference like a 

portughese philosopher and an egyptian dancer with whom i spent a first summer day 

in sweden and met a swedish couple by a river before going to meet jacek in malmö 

and meeting there his swedish roommate who liked to travel the world and the 

participants to a workshop at the university"

06047: "heart beats recorded through my watch biking in sweden using my ex wife old 

bike and trying to cover some kilometers between my permanence in italy with only 

physical work and not really any aerobic work"

04079: "a period feeling quite happy in the mountains with davide and later 

myrthe although getting a bit stressed driving quite much and back in sweden 

feeling happy about getting things working although feeling nervous with liselott 

in the same apartment and happy to be in gothenburg mounting the exhibit but also 

tired"

12111: "casualties recorded having continuous access on on-line news mostly in 

sweden checking them also with my mobile and on television at an hotel during an 

exhibition feeling quite shocked about the continuous killing in syria and other 

islamic countries but also recording a few natural catastrophes"

01149: "a month with a lot of work in the mountains to begin with plastering the 

walls and later painting the cement floor with blue resin but also taking some 

time off with myrthe planting our garden and building a staircase to it before 

going to sweden to teach and later to gothenburg to install twelve years worth of 

photo panels but taking it easy back in stockholm spending my evenings playing 

soccer with august"

06048: "still doing all my training biking avoinding any running due to my back and 

using mostly liselott old bike to do my training but then get stiff back 

muscles and loosing the bike after she used to go out drinking now fixing a bike i 

once found with august and using that to bike to the beach back and forth several 

time also taking august with me and teaching him how to go very fast through the 

forest paths"

06049: "taking advantage of the beautiful days here in sweden and biking back and 

forth to the beach with august's mountain bike and going also with him following 

on his electric bike and then also getting a flat tire and biking all the way to 

the mall with liselott electric bike but getting very little heart beat going with 

it"



09054:  "thoughts  recorded  mostly  in  sweden  walking  around  the  forest  behind 

august's apartment and the railroad to the beach now feeling quite at easy at last 

with all the world's transformations and power games feeling mostly immersed in my 

present without much expectations nor anxieties"




